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About 80s Token & NFTs

How To Buy $80s Token
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MetaMask allows you to set up a Binance Smart Chain
(BEP-20) Wallet, you can download MetaMask as either
a Web browser extension or Mobile App for free!

Contract Address:
0x8153B1AD335F623f04Ebc013Fa380C354cb31Ed6

Use Binance or another exchange to buy $BNB
and send it to your MetaMask Wallet Address.

Head over to PancakeSwap Exchange, connect your
MetaMask wallet. Head to the exchange page & input the
$80s contract address (listed below) set 14% slippage, and
swap your $BNB for $80s!

Setup your account & add the Binance Smart
Chain to your network list

Download MetaMask

Buy $BNB

Exchange BNB for $80swap

Setup your MetaMask Wallet

80s Token is a parallel metaverse cryptocurrency token built on the Binance
Smart Chain, this blockchain is fast as hell.
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Tokenomics

80s Token Tokenomics
7% of all new 80s token purchases sent to the existing 80s Token holders.

80s Token is a parallel metaverse rewards cryptocurrency token built on the
Binance Smart Chain, which is a much faster and less expensive blockchain
for users to conduct cryptocurrency transactions on than the Ethereum
mainnet.

80s Token is a deflationary token that combines the potential for price
appreciation over time with the redistribution rewards to long term holders.

80s Token can be periodically burned by the Decades Metaverse
development team, and community consensus, to support price stability and
appreciation, while the minting new 80s Tokens is not programmatically
possible. This prevents future supply inflation.

These functions are hard coded in the token smart contracts on the BSC
blockchain, and are immutable.

7% of all new token
purchases are
redistributed to the
existing token holders

3% is sent directly to
Pancake Swap to

increase liquidity and
promote price stability

2% is reserved for development,
marketing, NFT development,

token burns, and airdrops.
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Contract Address:
0x8153B1AD335F623f04Ebc013Fa380C354cb31Ed6

Token Address on BSCScan.com
https://bscscan.com/token/0x8153B1AD335F623f04Ebc013Fa380C354cb31
Ed6

Marketing receive address:
0x846a3640e29d4a32c7e006022358d31d907ff704

Burn Address:
0x000000000000000000000000000000000000dead

Zero address:
0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000

Initial supply = 1 quadrillion



The second series is called “The 2180s” and is a futuristic artistic portrayal of
what life and characters will be like in the next millennium.

If you have any questions about 80s Token or you have an 80s themed NFT
that you want promoted on the 80sToken.com website please send an
inquiry through our contact form. 
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NFTs

80s NFTs are various series of NFT
series that focus on reinterpretations of
1980s inspired themes and completely
new characters that have an 80s retro or
future-wave style.

Think of it as an alternate 80s
metaverse that is created by you, the
Decade Metaverse community.

The first 80s NFT Series is called “80s
Rockers” and is a series of new
character concepts inspired by famous
icons from the 1980s.
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Roadmap

Phase  1 

Phase 2 

Phase 3

Secure Angel Funding
Mint BEP-20 80s Token
Procure initial NFT art
Build community blog
Complete website
Lock initial liquidity

Expand NFT artists
Burn tokens
NFT contests
Expand marketing
Mint new decade themed
tokens

Build Decade Swap DEX
Increase charitable focus
Community NFT series
Unique community rewards
system
Airdrops of new tokens & NFTs 
Release inspired new NFT
Collections 
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JOIN  NETWORK  

https://80sToken.com

https://twitter.com/metaverse_team

80sToken@gmail.com


